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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1911: Rong Xiyue 

Bringing along the divine-grade Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill, Yu Changyun left perfectly feeling content. 

Ye Yuan was able to refine vast spirit divine pills. But toward the City Lord Manor, he naturally would not 

go all out. 

However, purple spirit divine pills were already adequate. 

Forget about Nine Pledge Imperial Capital, even in great imperial capitals, one also could not find more 

than a few alchemists that could refine divine-grade level nine medicinal pills. 

Of course, the City Lord Manor also paid a dear price for this. 

Yu Changyun’s front foot had just left when the Flowing Wind Establishment’s head, Li Zian, brought a 

group of people to Heavenly Eagle. 

They naturally came over to request for pills too. 

Ye Yuan’s impression of Kongming Academy was not good, but he would not let go of the chance to 

demand an exorbitant price too. 

What the present Southridge Ten Cities lack the most was cultivation resources and spirit medicines. 

Ye Yuan could not possibly keep staying in Heavenly Eagle Imperial City to protect these people. Since 

that was the case, then let those people around him become stronger, then there naturally would not 

be people who dared to bully them anymore. 

As if it had been discussed, after sending away Li Zian, Linghua Pavilion’s people also arrived. 

But, different from the other two, only one person came from Linghua Pavilion. 

This person was Rong Xiyue. 

When this delicate beauty that no one could help loving upon seeing her stood in front of Ye Yuan, Ye 

Yuan actually had a feeling of his breath being taken away. 

“W-What a beautiful girl!” The eyeballs of the Ning Tianping beside Ye Yuan were almost popping out. 

Rong Xiyue smiled faintly and bowed toward Ye Yuan. 

“Sinner Rong Xiyue pays respect to Lord Patrolling Inspector!” 

This smile gladdened the heart and refreshed the mind all the more so. Ning Tianping was at the peak of 

vigor and vitality and was practically about to turn soft. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile, “What sin is there?” 

Rong Xiyue was slightly surprised in her heart, only then did she know that she underestimated Ye Yuan. 

A woman’s looks were absolutely a major killing tool to men. 
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Rong Xiyue had always been extremely confident in her own looks. Her every twinkle and smile was 

sufficient to make any men lose their minds. 

When Wu Tian saw Rong Xiyue, his entire person floated to the heavens, leaving him at her mercy. 

But Ye Yuan was actually only surprised for a bit and returned to normal very quickly. 

“Rong Xiyue instigated Wu Tian to deal with Heavenly Eagle and almost caused a catastrophe.” Rong 

Xiyue’s aggrieved appearance was really pitiful to look at. 

Ye Yuan was also secretly shocked in his heart, this woman’s seduction art was really too formidable. 

If not for the Soul Suppressing Pearl, even if he wanted to recover clarity, it was absolutely impossible to 

be this fast too. 

This kind of enchantment art was extremely brilliant. Ye Yuan could not see the slightest trace of 

enchantment art from Rong Xiyue’s body. 

No coquetry, no flirtation, yet she gave you a feeling of immortal qi fluttering just by standing there, akin 

to a fairy maiden that had transcended the mundane world. 

Otherwise, it would not be possible for Ning Tianping to succumb so easily. He had trained for a long 

time with Ye Yuan, so his state of mind was already exceptional a long time ago. However, it was not 

enough. 

Seeing Rong Xiyue, Ye Yuan understood what happened to Wu Tian very quickly. 

“Almost caused a catastrophe? Rong Xiyue, don’t tell me that Jiang Jadehall’s matter isn’t related to 

you!” Ye Yuan sneered, his expression becoming sharp. 

But Rong Xiyue kept her countenance and said in puzzlement, “Xiyue doesn’t understand.” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “You don’t think that I wouldn’t ruthlessly destroy a flower because your looks are 

as beautiful as a fairy, right? Your seduction art is very brilliant, but it still falls short of the standard to 

deal with me!” 

Clank! 

Ye Yuan’s voice had yet to fade when the Frostcounter Sword suddenly left its sheathe, the target was 

precisely Rong Xiyue. 

Ning Tianping had not come back to his senses yet and cried out in surprise, “Your Excellency, what do 

you want to do?” 

Rong Xiyue’s expression suddenly changed and wanted to evade this sword. But she discovered that she 

had nowhere to run at all. 

This sword was too swift and fierce! 

Rong Xiyue’s talent was exceedingly high, but she was merely a Seventh Firmament Celestial Deity. It 

was simply impossible to be Ye Yuan’s match. 

In the next moment, Ye Yuan’s sword already pressed on her throat. 



“Your Excellency, don’t!” Ning Tianping shouted. 

Clearly, he had already thoroughly succumbed. 

But right at this time, a surge of mysterious power tunneled into his mind. 

Ning Tianping’s entire body trembled, his eyes finally recovering clarity. 

“This ... What happened to me just now?” 

Seeing this scene, Rong Xiyue’s pupils constricted. She finally knew that she ran into an expert. 

Ye Yuan’s attainment in the area of divine soul was simply terrifying. 

Sensing the cold air exuding from the tip of the sword, Rong Xiyue felt that the god of death was 

beckoning to her. 

“I don’t care what your Linghua Pavilion is planning at the back, but you guys shouldn’t have provoked 

me. Since you provoked me, then you have to be prepared to have the awareness overthrown!” 

Rong Xiyue’s complexion was white as a sheet. No longer harboring any hopes of getting lucky in her 

heart, she appeared slightly nervous as she said, “Lord Patrolling Inspector, pardon my offense. Xiyue ... 

Xiyue just wanted to make use of Yu Jinsong to swallow up Kongming Academy’s territory together with 

the City Lord Manor. But I didn’t expect that he did such an inhumane and evil thing.” 

Ye Yuan looked at her and said coldly, “If it was you manipulating it at the back, you’d long be dead 

now!” 

Yu Jinsong coveted Rong Xiyue, this was definite. 

But Ye Yuan could tell that Yu Jinsong did not fall for Rong Xiyue’s seduction art, or should he say that he 

was not controlled by Rong Xiyue. 

The struggle of the three great factions, Jiang Jadehall being framed, even though Ye Yuan was unhappy 

about it, he actually understood. 

But Jiang Haitang’s matter made Ye Yuan’s incredibly enraged. 

Hence, no matter what, Yu Jinsong would not have a good outcome. 

Even if Yu Wenfeng did not send him over, Ye Yuan would definitely demand an answer in the future 

too. 

Rong Xiyue’s complexion was pale as she said fearfully, “Xiyue knows her mistake, Your Excellency can 

punish as you will.” 

Everything that happened before her eyes were totally different from what she imagined previously. 

No matter how formidable Ye Yuan was, he was also merely a Celestial Deity Realm martial artist. She 

thought that she could rely on her enchantment art to escape a calamity or even ask for medicinal pills. 

She would not be foolish to the point she would cast a spell on Ye Yuan. But affecting Ye Yuan’s decision 

through her profound enchantment art was still doable. 



Just like when she dealt with Yu Jinsong back then. 

But now, she discovered that she was ridiculously wrong. 

Just a bit more and her life would be gone. 

Rong Xiyue already did not have any thoughts of getting lucky and could only resign herself to fate. 

Ye Yuan put away the sword, returned to his seat, and said in a cold voice, “You’re also here to ask for 

pills, right?” 

Rong Xiyue’s expression changed and she said in a low voice, “Your Excellency is wise!” 

Ye Yuan said, “Not that you can’t request for pills, but your compensation will be five times of the other 

two factions!” 

Rong Xiyue was startled and was just about to speak, but then she heard Ye Yuan say in a cold voice, 

“Don’t talk nonsense with me! There are no conditions to discuss! Not agreeing, please go back! In the 

future, my Southridge also won’t do any more business with your Linghua Pavilion.” 

When Rong Xiyue heard that, she bit her lip lightly and performed a salute to Ye Yuan as she said in a 

light voice, “Ye Yuan, this lowly woman can’t make the decision. Can you allow this lowly woman to 

consult the Pavilion Lord’s opinion?” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said coolly, “Go on, behave yourself. Otherwise, you know the 

consequences!” 

Rong Xiyue’s enchantment was too powerful, not giving her a bit of warning, she might be able to make 

quite a few people lose their minds. 

After Rong Xiyue left, Ning Tianping felt lingering fear as he said, “Your Excellency, this ... this woman is 

so formidable!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Her enchantment art is natural born. There’s not the slightest flaw at all. Her 

divine soul is also much more powerful than martial artists of the same rank, very hard to deal with!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1912: Soul Driving Dao Fusion Pill 

Ye Yuan instinctively felt that this Rong Xiyue was not simple. 

This kind of bizarre enchantment art, Ye Yuan seldom saw it in his lifetime too. 

If she really exerted herself to the utmost, probably Yu Jinsong this kind of powerhouse would find it 

hard to ward off too. 

It was just that there was still a True God Realm powerhouse behind Yu Jinsong, that was why Rong 

Xiyue was very observing of proper restraint. 

“Then ... why would Your Excellency still refine pills for her?” Ning Tianping asked puzzledly. 

He rarely saw Ye Yuan’s solemn appearance and could not help being secretly surprised. 
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When Ye Yuan faced True God powerhouses, he had a calm look too. 

“This woman isn’t simple. That Linghua Pavilion is likewise not simple. Since they sent Rong Xiyue here, 

it shows that they don’t wish to lose all decorum with us for the time being. Of course, we aren’t their 

match right now as well. Hence, everyone had best stay in our own lanes and mind our own business,” 

Ye Yuan said. 

This Linghua Pavilion always gave Ye Yuan a mysterious and unfathomable feeling. 

Compared to Yu Wenfeng and the others, that Pavilion Lord Linghua was clearly much harder to 

speculate his strength. 

But, borrowing this chance to demand an exorbitant price, Ye Yuan was happy about it too. 

... 

Along the way, Rong Xiyue was indeed very restrained. 

She used a secret art to completely cover up the immortal qi on her body, looking much more ordinary 

to bystanders. 

Ye Yuan did not send people to keep an eye on her, but it was precisely because of this that she dared to 

be unbridled even less. 

Returning to her residence and shutting the door and windows, rays of light suddenly emitted from 

Rong Xiyue’s body. 

It was only to see her mumbling away, and then those light dots finally turned into a light cover, 

enveloping the whole house. 

Following that, a ray of yellow light flew out from her glabella and turned into an illusory black-robed 

man, landed on the opposite side. 

If Ye Yuan was here, he would be able to recognize that this black-robed man was precisely that 

mysterious Pavilion Lord Linghua. 

“Paying respect to Protector Witheredwood.” 

Rong Xiyue gave a deep bow to the black-robed man. 

The black-robed man nodded slightly and said, “This boy is really impressive!” 

A hint of surprise flashed across in Rong Xiyue’s beautiful eyes as she said, “Even you, Protector 

Witherwood, aren’t his match either?” 

The black-robed man said, “I originally wanted to secretly observe him, but don’t know why, I keep 

having the jitters. I have a feeling that as long as my wisp of divine sense left your glabella, it will 

definitely be eradicated by him!” 

Rong Xiyue’s expression changed slightly and she said, “My Immortal Dream Art doesn’t have any effect 

on him at all. This is still my first time encountering it! In the past, even True God powerhouses couldn’t 

possibly detect it too.” 



Rong Xiyue’s Immortal Dream Art was greatly different from ordinary enchantment arts. 

It was not a spell that directly targeted other people’s divine souls, but a kind of divine soul reflex 

technique, affecting the other party’s senses, being extremely undetectable. 

As long as she did not take the initiative to go and make contact with the other party’s divine soul, it was 

simply impossible for the other party to discover it. 

Since Rong Xiyue learned it, she had never failed before. 

Did not expect that today, it was directly cracked by Ye Yuan. 

“Originally still wanted to probe his background, but looking at it now, this kid is even more troublesome 

than this old man imagined!” The voice of Witheredwood hidden in the black robes carried some 

gloominess. 

Rong Xiyue’s brows furrowed slightly and she said, “He put forth a condition, refining pills for us will be 

five times more expensive than the other two forces! Protector Witheredwood, what ... should we do?” 

The black-robed man mused for a moment and said, “Agree to him! This kid’s appearance thoroughly 

disrupted our set up. Now that he’s willing to stay out of the way, that’s for the best. As long as he 

doesn’t come and provoke us, we don’t provoke him either, and can even ingratiate to him. Everything 

is for the grand plan.” 

Rong Xiyue bowed slightly and said with a nod, “Xiyue understands.” 

... 

Three groups of people let Ye Yuan make a huge killing. 

Furthermore, Southridge’s great commotion already spread throughout the entire Nine Pledge Imperial 

Capital at this time too. 

The news of Southridge becoming an independent country astounded the four directions. 

Of course, the most important thing was still Ye Yuan’s alchemy skills! 

Those Celestial Deity powerhouses of the middle-order imperial cities and high-order imperial cities all 

went into action without delay. 

A Five-star Alchemy Emperor capable of refining vast spirit divine pills, in a place like the Nine Pledge 

Imperial Capital, that was absolutely in high-demand. 

Not only did more and more Celestial Deity powerhouses came to Heavenly Eagle, more and more 

alchemists also gradually gathered at Heavenly Eagle. 

Actually, many of the Pill Tower’s alchemists including Xuan Yu were personally taught by Ye Yuan. After 

several centuries of tempering, their strength was no longer what it used to be since long ago. 

Especially the Ning Family’s Ning Siyu, her talent was pretty strong and was long already a Four-star 

Alchemy God who was known far and wide. 



Coupled with Ye Yuan’s current fame that was at the height of its prosperity, Heavenly Eagle because of 

the holy land of alchemists. 

After Southridge’s situation settled down, a year’s time already passed. 

In this one year, Ye Yuan’s realm also unknowingly broke through to Sixth Firmament Divine Vestige. 

Of course, under Ye Yuan’s magic-like medicinal pills assault, Heavenly Eagle Imperial City gave birth to a 

large batch of Celestial Deity powerhouses. 

The power of the present Heavenly Eagle Imperial City already surpassed the vast majority of high-order 

imperial cities. 

However, following everyone’s strength becoming stronger and stronger, Bai Chen became more and 

more awkward here. 

He discovered that everyone around Ye Yuan, their strengths were all advancing by leaps and bounds. 

Only he remained forever at a standstill. 

In other imperial cities, everyone’s cultivation speed was very slow, easily calculated with tens of 

thousands of years. 

But in Heavenly Eagle, ten thousand years was too long; they were all seizing every minute they can! 

With extremely high-quality medicinal pills, everyone’s cultivation speed was too fast. 

Every day, Bai Chen was living in torture. 

In this one year, Bai Chen also became familiar with Ning Tianping and the people around Ye Yuan. 

Except, he kept on being unable to integrate into that circle. 

Not that because everyone was not fond of him, but because everyone knew that he would be 

eliminated in the end! 

At the rate of this progress, Heavenly Eagle’s Ninth Firmament Celestial Deities would be as worthless as 

cabbages. 

On this day, Bai Chen finally could not endure it anymore and went to find Ye Yuan. 

“Master, I ... the time that I came out is too long, I ... want to go back to Sky Foothill to take a look.” 

Bai Chen discovered that right now, only returning to Sky Foothill could calm his state of mind. 

After all, in that place, he was the sovereign. 

How could Ye Yuan not understand what he was thinking in his heart? He smiled and said, “Going back, 

are you reconciled to it?” 

As the controller, he could indeed do as he pleased in the Sky Foothill World. 

But that was under the prerequisite of not knowing that there was a huge world outside. Once they 

knew, who could be willing to be mediocre? 



Bai Chen smiled bitterly and said, “What can I do even if I’m not reconciled to it? Miss Leng’s strength is 

likely almost catching up to mine already. As for the others, in a few more years, they will also surpass. I 

...” 

Ye Yuan patted his shoulder and said smilingly, “This one year, Southridge has just stabilized. There was 

a multitude of things to attend to, so I’ve never been able to settle down. Now that the overall situation 

has preliminarily settled down, I finally have time to consider your problem!” 

Bai Chen was taken aback when he heard that and said, “My problem? What problems do I have?” 

In Heavenly Eagle, he was the most free person, because he did not need to cultivate at all. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I want to research a new kind of medicinal pill and need your cooperation!” 

The moment Bai Chen heard, he said in pleasant surprise, “I wonder what new medicinal pill Master 

wants to research?” 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said with a smile, “Soul Driving Dao Fusion Pill!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1913: Grand Completion Dao Realm 

Inside the hidden chamber, light revolved around. 

Bai Chen let go of his whole divine soul and also fully released the Dao that he comprehended. 

Ye Yuan’s soul force spread out, carefully sensing the secrets within Bai Chen’s body. 

This kind of state had been ongoing for more than a month. 

Every day, Ye Yuan would investigate until his soul force was depleted. 

Suddenly, the light converged, and inside the hidden chamber things returned to tranquility. 

“Master! Are you alright?” 

Seeing the Ye Yuan who was tired until he was virtually collapsing, Bai Chen hurriedly went up to 

support him. 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “I’m fine. Just that I used too much strength today.” 

“Master, let’s forget it! It’s simply impossible for people who refined Dao Fruits to advance anymore.” 

When Bai Chen saw Ye Yuan being dog-tired every day, he was moved, but he really could not bear it in 

his heart. 

The crux was that this matter was simply a futile effort. 

Since time immemorial, how many major powers wanted to break this shackle. But no one was able to 

succeed. 

Disregarding what was far away, just talking about the present era, there was still an Alchemy Dao 

supreme existence around, but it was also unheard of that he could create this kind of medicinal pill. 
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Bai Chen naturally knew that Ye Yuan was formidable, but this kind of unprecedented thing, it was truly 

not what the word formidable could accomplish. 

Ye Yuan looked at Bai Chen and said smilingly, “Could it be that you’re willing to stop in front of the True 

God Realm in this life?” 

Bai Chen said with an indignant look, “I’m naturally unwilling. It’s just that ... seeing Master exhaust your 

soul force for me every day, Bai Chen feels that I’ve let Master down. The road back then was chosen by 

me. I know that I’m being somewhat hypocritical now, but I can’t control myself.” 

Bai Chen understood that Ye Yuan’s time was too valuable. 

Wasting his time made Bai Chen feel grievously sinful. 

If hope could be seen in this matter, it was still alright, but it was clearly a hopeless endeavor. If he spent 

several years, even several decades’ time but returned without accomplishing anything. 

This kind of loss was simply immeasurable. 

Ye Yuan said, “If there’s unwillingness, then it’s good. Under the operation of Heavenly Dao, there are 

no absolutes. Back then, the small world that Master was in, Heavenly Dao dwindled to zero. No one 

could step into the Deity Realm for more than 100 thousand years. But even so, Master also blazed a 

new trail and entered Great Dao with alchemy, finally entering Deity Realm.” 

Bai Chen sucked in a cold breath when he heard that and said in amazement, “Turns out that master 

was actually born in a small world too? Entering Great Dao with alchemy ... truly incredible!” 

He was presently Sky Foothill World’s controller and naturally knew what Heavenly Dao signified. 

Heavenly Dao missing Divine Dao, no matter how monstrous your talent was, it was also impossible to 

step into Deity Realm. 

But his master did it! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “There are no absolutes in the world, what you see with your eyes might not 

be the truth. Back then, if I gave up on Divine Dao because Heavenly Dao dwindled to zero, there also 

wouldn’t be the present me.” 

Bai Chen drew a deep breath and said with a nod, “Master, I understand! I won’t give up!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “The reason why one can’t advance after refining a Dao Fruit is that the Dao 

you refined isn’t your Dao1! Other people’s comprehensions are other people’s in the end. Even if you 

refine them, that’s also other people’s lifetime comprehension. That’s like wearing clothes. What you 

wear is clothing tailor-made for others, no matter what, you can’t possibly fit into it completely too. It’s 

also precisely because of this that your divine soul and your physical body can’t completely conform to 

other people’s Dao as well.” 

Bai Chen thought about it and said, “But this kind of thing is too abstruse. Divine soul, physical body, 

Dao Fruit; three things completely becoming one, can it really be achieved?” 

Heavenly Dao was abstruse, the physical body and divine soul were similarly abstruse. 



Great Dao revolved, but the human body was also a small world that revolved according to some kind of 

law. 

Martial artists cultivating, most knew how but did not know the whys. 

Wanting to pry into the mysteries of the human body was an extremely difficult thing to begin with, let 

alone even having to make these three completely fit together? 

Since remote antiquity, how many alchemists had attempted to breach this gap, but no one was able to 

succeed. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Not trying, how would one know? I have a feeling that once the Soul Driving 

Dao Fusion Pill succeeds, my Alchemy Dao strength will definitely improve further!” 

... 

Ye Yuan used a full three years to probe Bai Chen’s body. 

In these three years, Ye Yuan could be said to have exhausted himself and racked his brain, completely 

depleting his soul force every day because he was willing to stop. 

The current Ye Yuan seemed to have returned to when he was studying the Dao Defying Pill back then, 

his entire person insane. 

Bai Chen also finally experienced Ye Yuan’s craziness. 

Only then did he knew that for Ye Yuan to be able to have today’s accomplishments, it was not 

coincidental. 

Other people all said that Ye Yuan’s talent was high, but did not know how much hard work he put in 

behind. 

It was just that this kind of frenzied probing was not what ordinary martial artists could stomach. 

Bai Chen felt that if it were him, investigating the body’s mysteries with such intensity, he would 

probably have long gone mad. 

Without astonishing willpower, it was simply impossible to accomplish. 

Three years later, Ye Yuan suddenly told Bai Chen that he was entering closed-seclusion and 

disappeared. 

Inside the World Suppressing Stele, Ye Yuan sat cross-legged in front of the Lesser Heavenspan 

Mountain. 

“Senior, just what is the divine soul?” Ye Yuan suddenly asked. 

Through three years of probing, Ye Yuan discovered that wanting to create the Soul Driving Dao Fusion 

Pill, the crux still lied with the divine soul. 

And in this aspect, Dustless undoubtedly had the greatest right to speak. 



Dustless said, “This question, no one can answer clearly. However, humans can’t exist without the soul. 

The divine soul can exist independently in this world, but the physical body can’t break away from the 

existence of the divine soul. It’s a kind of mysterious mental energy, connecting the physical body and 

Heavenly Dao. Martial artists can cultivate Dao because the divine soul can communicate with Heavenly 

Dao. If one has to insist on saying what it is, I feel that ... it’s the extension of Heavenly Dao.” 

“The extension of Heavenly Dao ...” Ye Yuan ruminated on Dustless’s words, his mind starting to sink 

into the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. 

“Myriad lives have intelligence and are a part of Heavenly Dao.” 

“The physical body is a dead substance without the soul. Grass and wood are dead objects without 

spirit.” 

“If say that the divine soul is a line, this end connects to material, that end is anchored to Heavenly Dao 

...” 

“...” 

Gradually, a trace of enlightenment was born in Ye Yuan’s heart. 

Above the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain, the aura of Dao gradually grew thicker. 

Ye Yuan’s divine soul left the body and flew above the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. 

Gradually, his figure became illusory, becoming countless light dots, and finally, completely dissipating! 

In this area of space, the existence of Ye Yuan’s divine soul could no longer be seen. 

But sensing carefully, it was as if his divine soul was omnipresent. 

Seeing this scene, Dustless’s pupils constricted slightly as he cried out in surprise, “This kid gained 

epiphany again! Soul fusing into Dao, feeling the source of Great Dao, even Empyreans can’t accomplish 

it too!” 

A hundred years passed in a twinkle. On this day, Ye Yuan slowly opened his eyes, his gaze incomparably 

deep. 

Divine soul returning to position, Ye Yuan felt an inflating feeling within his body, he was actually going 

to break through. 

Thoughts stirring, countless middle-grade divine essence stones appeared around Ye Yuan. 

Without the slightest hesitation, Ye Yuan started absorbing divine essence frenziedly. 

No idea how long had passed either, Ye Yuan finally reached Seventh Firmament Divine Vestige in one 

stroke! 

“Dao Realm is at grand completion! Wonder when can I step into that fleeting and ephemeral Ancestor 

Realm!” Ye Yuan said with vicissitudes of emotion. 
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Chapter 1914: : Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital 
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The legacy left behind by Sacred Ancestor High Priest let Ye Yuan have a clear understanding of Alchemy 

Dao realms. 

Before the Dao Realm was the Initial Realm, surface level, ignorant about Dao; getting to know the 

Alchemy Dao was the Initial Realm. 

Initial Realm alchemists relied entirely on experience when refining pills and could not find the proper 

approach. Hence, it was very hard to refine high-quality medicinal pills. 

After Initial Realm was Dao Realm. Dao Realm alchemists already understood the Great Dao. Refining 

pills were accomplished with high proficiency, refining divine-grade divine pills were also accomplished 

with high proficiency. 

Ye Yuan entered this realm since he triggered Great Dao Heavenly Melody. 

At present, 100 years of comprehending Dao and creating the Soul Driving Dao Fusion Pill, his 

comprehension into the divine soul and Alchemy Dao grew deeper with each passing day, Dao Realm 

also finally reached the realm of grand completion. 

Just as Ye Yuan predicted, the comprehension of this Soul Driving Dao Fusion Pill let him have a 

tremendous understanding of Alchemy Dao. 

Presently, although it still remained at the deducing stage, it already let him obtain tremendous 

benefits. 

According to the inheritance left behind by Sacred Ancestor High Priest, there was an even higher realm 

above Dao Realm; that was the Ancestor Realm. 

The Medicine Ancestor and Sacred Ancestor High Priest resided in this realm. 

Ancestor Realm was an even more drawn-out realm. It was not just the two of them that reached 

Ancestor Realm, some Transcendent Heavenly Emperors were likewise able to reach this realm, but 

these two people clearly walked further. 

Ye Yuan’s Dao Realm was at grand completion and only a step away from the Ancestor Realm. It was just 

that this step was far too difficult. 

Alchemists capable of reaching grand completion Dao Realm could similarly be counted on the fingers of 

one hand. The majority were some formidable characters among Seven-star and Eight-star. 

As for the Ancestor Realm, that was even rarer. 

Ye Yuan was presently at the grand completion Dao Realm. It could be said that his comprehension in 

the Alchemy Dao already surpassed over 90% of the Heavenspan World’s alchemists! 

And he was merely at rank five presently. 

After more than ten years’ time, an upheaval transformation already happened to Heavenly Eagle. 

In over a decade, a large batch of Celestial Deity powerhouses sprung up, Divine Lord Realms were even 

too many to enumerate. The overall strength of Heavenly Eagle rose to a new high. 



Most important, Heavenly Eagle Imperial City already became just like a small-scale alchemy holy land. 

Presently, the alchemists who rushed over from other places, hoping to join the Pill Tower, were too 

many to count. 

The Pill Tower also drafted strict assessment criteria to select talents. 

When Ye Yuan exited seclusion, Tong’er and Treasure Pig were already waiting outside long ago. 

Seeing Ye Yuan, Treasure Pig flew over with a whoosh, tunneling straight into Ye Yuan’s bosom, the 

intention of curry favor was very obvious. 

“Grunt, grunt!” 

Treasure Pig seemed to have discovered Ye Yuan’s difference and cried very happily. 

Tong’er sensed something, a hint of surprise flashing across his eyes as he said, “Heart carefree like 

clouds, will akin to running water flowing east and west, you ... are at grand completion Dao Realm?” 

Grand completion Dao Realm was an extremely mysterious and abstruse realm. Those able to touch it 

were exceedingly few. 

But Tong’er was someone in Dao Realm to begin with, so he could naturally detect Ye Yuan’s changes. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Secluding for 10 years, I finally have some understanding. It’s indeed at the 

grand completion!” 

Hearing this, the corners of Tong’er’s mouth twitched slightly, his gaze when looking at Ye Yuan became 

complicated. 

As a Seven-star Alchemy God and being able to satisfy Treasure Pig, Tong’er’s strength naturally went 

without saying. 

In reality, he had long stepped into the Dao Realm, making his Alchemy Dao strength far surpassing 

same rank alchemists. 

“You punk, truly a freak! Could it be that you really comprehended the Soul Driving Dao Fusion Pill?” 

Tong’er said rather disbelievingly. 

Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself and said, “How is that possible? I haven’t even touched spirit 

medicines, I just have some direction. As for whether it can succeed or not, it will depend on Bai Chen 

that kid’s fortunes.” 

Tong’er’s heart felt a chill. Ye Yuan saying so indicated that he definitely had some confidence. 

Creating a new kind of medicinal pill, furthermore, it was this kind of extremely high difficulty medicinal 

pill, this was absolutely not that simple of a matter. It needed countless deductions and failures before it 

had a possibility of succeeding. 

Suddenly, Tong’er looked at Ye Yuan with a heated gaze and said, “Heavenly Eagle’s resources are 

unable to support you to complete this pill formula at all. So what do you plan to do?” 



Ye Yuan nodded and said, “I know, so I plan on making a trip to Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital and 

hope to reach an agreement with the Myriad Treasure Tower. That way, we won’t lack spirit medicines 

anymore.” 

Tong’er suddenly said: “Since you’re already at grand completion Dao Realm, I need you to help me 

refine a medicinal pill.” 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up and he said, “There’s naturally no problem! It’s just that rank five divine pills 

doesn’t seem to have any effect on you, right?” 

Tong’er shook his head and said, “The cultivation method that my lineage cultivates is rather peculiar. 

Although the cultivation speed is very fast, every 50 thousand years, I’ll return to boyhood from old age 

once, the time as long as a thousand years! Each time I return to boyhood from old age, my body, looks, 

strength, will recover to the appearance of a seven to an eight-year-old child. In these 1000 years, I’m 

unable to cultivate and can only remain at the strength when I was seven or eight. However, our lineage 

left behind several pill formulas. As long as we consume the medicinal pills, we can recover to a 

corresponding strength. With your current realm, coupled with grand completion Dao Realm strength, 

the medicinal pill refined should be able to let me recover to True God Realm.” 

“So that’s how it is! No problem, leave this to me.” Ye Yuan suddenly saw the light, only now knowing 

why Tong’er would become like this. 

But Ye Yuan became interested too. If Tong’er could really recover True God Realm strength, then 

Heavenly Eagle Imperial City would undoubtedly have an additional genuine powerhouse holding down 

the fort. 

At that time, even when facing the Nine Pledge Imperial Capital’s three great powers, they would also 

have the strength to protect themselves. 

Ye Yuan could not help having a headache when he saw the pill formula. 

This medicinal pill was called Cleansing Rain Dream Reverting Pill, a type of level nine difficulty super 

rank five divine pill. The refining difficulty was extremely great. 

In fact, it was even a notch higher than the Sun Moon Azure Sky Pill. 

The spirit medicines on it, each type was extremely precious. No wonder Tong’er never mentioned this 

matter all the way until now. 

... 

After Ye Yuan delegated over some matters, he brought Bai Chen, Ning Tianping, Tong’er, Treasure Pig, 

as well as the Myriad Treasure Tower’s Xiao Feng, and left Heavenly Eagle Imperial City. 

After a thousand years passed, Xiao Feng’s present strength was also no longer what it was in the past. 

It was just that his age was a little too old, his potential long already exhausted. Even with Ye Yuan’s 

help, his improvement was also limited. 

Presently, he still remained at the realm of Four-star Alchemy God. 



But to Xiao Feng, his present realm was already what he did not dare to imagine. 

To be able to walk until this step today, he was naturally overwhelmed with gratefulness toward Ye 

Yuan. 

Inside the Purple Extreme Hall, a group of people sat opposite facing each other. 

“This trip, I’ll have to trouble Brother Xiao,” Ye Yuan said. 

Xiao Feng smiled bitterly and said, “Younger Brother Ye, you’re too serious. I’m merely a measly Four-

star Alchemy God. I don’t even count as a supporting cast in the great imperial capital. During this trip, 

you’ll likely still have to bring out your own strength! But there’s one thing that you can rest assured 

about; the cities under the Myriad Treasure Tower mostly treat earning money as a top priority. As long 

as there are profits to be earned, they won’t refuse.” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “I heard that the one in charge of Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital is 

Empyrean Flutterfeather. He himself is a Seven-star Alchemy God, with his Alchemy Dao cultivation 

being exceedingly high. Not at all inferior compared to the powerhouses under the Medicine Ancestor’s 

command. Wonder if I can experience his splendor this time or not!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1915: Not Seeing 

Xiao Feng opened his mouth and did not speak. 

Ye Yuan’s words, he could not comprehend it. 

Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital was an extremely famous city of medicinal pills within the human 

territories. 

The reason was none other than Empyrean Flutterfeather was a Seven-star Alchemy God who had a 

resounding reputation. 

Seven-star Alchemy God was already the limits of what ordinary people could understand. 

Heavenly Emperor-class powerhouses, each one was very mysterious. Even Empyrean powerhouses 

found it hard to see their true face. 

Eight-star Alchemy Gods were naturally more mysterious than Heavenly Emperor powerhouses. 

Reaching the boundary of Eight-star Alchemy God, it was hard to be moved by secular objects at all. 

Wanting to invite them to take action was simply nothing more than wishful thinking. 

Only Heavenly Emperor-class powerhouses could entice them. 

Hence, Empyrean Flutterfeather was naturally one of the Empyreans with exceedingly formidable 

Alchemy Dao strength in the eyes of the human martial artists. 

With Ye Yuan’s current Alchemy Dao strength, it was already hard for ordinary alchemists to enter his 

sights. 
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Only Empyrean Flutterfeather, this level of super powerhouses, would he have the interest to have an 

exchange with. 

These words naturally sounded incomparably conceited to others, but Tong’er by the side knew that Ye 

Yuan had this capital. 

... 

In a blink, it was another few years. Ye Yuan’s party crossed over countless city walls and finally arrived 

at Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital. 

“My God, is this Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital made out of gold?” 

Even if he had broadened his horizons greatly from following Ye Yuan, Ning Tianping was also 

dumbstruck with amazement by the scene before his eyes. 

Using resplendent and magnificent to describe this enormous city was all too apt. 

Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital was situated by the mountains. The city walls were all a stretch of 

golden color, looking like it was built using pure gold; extremely grand and imposing. 

“Heh, you’re also looking down on Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital too much! Each brick of this city 

wall is integrated with 50% Gilt Ironsand and reinforced with a rank seven grand array. Even an 

Empyrean powerhouse’s attack can forget about leaving a mark behind on the city wall,” Xiao Feng said. 

Ning Tianping said in shock, “50% Gilt Ironsand! That’s a rank seven material, every little bit is worth a 

thousand gold! This city is so big, wouldn’t it empty out the entire Heavenspan World’s Gilt Ironsand?” 

Xiao Feng smiled and said, “Myriad Treasure Tower is spread all over the Heavenspan World. The 

income every day, you can’t imagine it at all. This city is indeed extraordinary, but to Lord Heavenly 

Emperor, it’s merely a single hair from nine oxen.” 

Hearing that, Ye Yuan was also incomparably shocked in his heart. 

Heavenly Emperor Myriad Treasure could really be said to be the richest in the world! 

“Halt! Do you all have customs clearance documents?” A guard at the city gate entrance immediately 

stopped them when he saw Ye Yuan and the rest. 

When Xiao Feng saw the situation, he hurriedly bowed and said, “This brother, I’m a deacon under 

Springwind Hall. This is my token. These few are my Myriad Treasure Tower’s good friends and want to 

enter the city to discuss a deal with Springwind Hall. I hope that you can be accommodating.” 

The present Xiao Feng was already a first-rate figure in Heavenly Eagle’s Myriad Treasure Tower. But 

arriving here, he had to even humble himself towards a guard. 

The guard smiled disdainfully when he saw the token and said, “A mere low-level deacon also came to 

the great imperial capital to discuss business, you aren’t joking, right? Do you know what kind of big 

business Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital is doing every day? Hurry up and get lost, entering is also 

wasting the lords’ time!” 

Xiao Feng looked toward Ye Yuan with a bitter smile, a helpless look on his face. 



His identity was truly too low in a place like a great imperial capital, even the guards looked down on 

him. 

Cities of a level did things at the same level. Those who came to great imperial capitals to talk business, 

which one wasn’t a wealthy tycoon of a region? 

Even so, before they entered the city, they still had needed customs clearance documents before they 

could enter the city. 

A measly imperial city’s Four-star Alchemy God, what kind of big business could he bring? 

The powerhouses that the guard had seen before were too many to count, so he would not take Ye 

Yuan and the others, these Celestial Deity Realms, seriously at all. 

Even though he himself was also just a Third Firmament Celestial Deity. 

Ye Yuan smiled and scooted over to the guard’s side and said smilingly, “This brother, we really have 

business to discuss, I hope that you can be accommodating.” 

He fished out a medicinal pill like performing a magic trick, putting it in front of the guard. 

That guard’s gaze turned sharp, and he hurriedly put it away and waved his hand and said, “Hurry up 

and go inl don’t block the people behind.” 

A purple spirit rank five divine pill, a small guard at his level could not afford to use it. 

The medicinal pill that Ye Yuan gave him was sufficient for him to break through to Fourth Firmament 

Celestial Deity! 

This kind of big gift, how could he not have the reason to let Ye Yuan go in? 

Ye Yuan clasped his hands and brought everyone into the city. 

“Younger Brother Ye, really sorry about it, I ...” Xiao Feng looked at Ye Yuan and said with an ashamed 

look. 

He also did not expect that he could not even enter the city gates. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Brother Xiao, you don’t need to be like this. If not for your token, even if I 

gave him medicinal pills, he also won’t dare to accept it.” 

Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital was Heavenly Emperor Myriad Treasure’s headquarters; 

completely different from Heavenly Eagle’s Myriad Treasure Tower that depended on others for a living. 

There were god knows how many major powers and great tycoons that came and went here every day. 

If without the Myriad Treasure Tower’s middleman leading the way, these guards absolutely did not 

dare to easily let them enter. This was also the reason why Ye Yuan had to bring Xiao Feng along. 

Ning Tianping said indignantly, “Really acting like snobs! After we’re done with this deal, need to let that 

punk take a look at how one cannot judge people by appearance!” 



Ye Yuan smiled and said, “This world talks using strength. Our strength is naturally top-rate when placed 

in Heavenly Eagle. But arriving at a great imperial capital, it’s nothing much anymore. The Empyrean 

powerhouses that that guard head just now had seen are likely not in the minority too. Why would he 

pay attention to the few of us Celestial Deity Realms?” 

Ning Tianping naturally knew this logic, but he was still very irate and said, “Humph! A rank five divine 

pill, just take it as having fed a dog!” 

The party entered the city and headed straight for the most prosperous region. 

After passing through many places, the few people arrived in front of a mansion. 

Xiao Feng showed the token and invitation to the guard and said respectfully, “This lowly one is 

Springwind Hall’s low-level deacon, Xiao Feng. My master is Rivercalm Imperial Capital’s high-level Five-

star Alchemy God, Lu Zhe. This is Master’s handwritten greeting, hope that I can request an audience 

with Elder Jiang Yuan!” 

When that guard heard Xiao Feng introduce his background, he had a disdainful look on his face. After 

looking at the greeting card, he waved his hand and said, “Go to the gatehouse over there and wait.” 

Xiao Feng’s heart eased up, he was afraid that this guard directly chased people away. 

Rivercalm Imperial Capital was an imperial capital under Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital’s 

command. Xiao Feng’s master, Lu Zhe, had some status in Rivercalm Imperial Capital. 

Of course, arriving at a great imperial capital, it was still not enough to look at. 

This Jiang Yuan was Springwind Hall’s elder, a True God Realm powerhouse, his status in Myriad 

Treasure Tower quite high. 

Before Xiao Feng came here, he requested for this greeting card from his master. 

It was just that whether people gave face or not, he had no confidence in his heart at all. 

Arriving at the gatehouse, the few people were immediately stunned. 

Inside the gatehouse was long already packed full of people. Furthermore, each and every one of them, 

their strengths were not ordinary. 

A servant issued Xiao Feng a number plate and said in an ordering tone, “This is your number, hold it 

properly. When your number is called, then go in.” 

It could be seen that this Elder Jiang Yuan’s status was rather high. Clearly, the people who came to find 

him for business were a lot. 

The few people did not expect that their wait lasted seven days and seven nights. 

After seven days, their number plate was finally called. 

The servant led them into a house. Inside the house was a steward-looking middle-aged man. 

The middle-aged man said coolly, “Bring up your greeting card.” 



Xiao Feng hurriedly handed it up. The middle-aged man swept a glance, threw it back again, and said 

coolly, “You all leave. The family head is very busy and isn’t free to see you all.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1916: Have Your Family Head Come Find Me 

“This ... Lord Jiang Hua, can you accommodate a little? We really have important matters to discuss with 

Elder Jiang Yuan.” 

Xiao Feng did not expect that waiting bitterly for seven days and seven nights, what he got was such a 

sentence. 

He did not feel that he lost face. It was just that being unable to help Ye Yuan made him very ashamed 

and guilty in his heart. 

It was hard to enter a noble gate! 

Originally thought that his master was, at any rate, a high-level Five-star Alchemy God too and could 

more or less have some face. Who knew that other people did not give you this face at all. 

Xiao Feng felt bitter in his heart. 

It was just that he did not want to give up just like this and still wanted to fight for it. 

Who knew that Jiang Hua’s expression turned dark and then said with a cold snort, “Important matter? 

Don’t you, a low-level deacon, understand your identity? Everyone that comes over to find Family Head 

all says that they have important matters. If I let anyone in, how do I still work as a steward? Also, 

holding a Five-star Alchemy God’s greeting card and you want to come and meet Family Head? In great 

imperial capitals, what do Five-star Alchemy Gods count for? Quickly get lost, don’t block other people!” 

Xiao Feng’s fury rose up with a whoosh. 

He was merely a nobody, but Jiang Hua’s words insulted his master, which made him unable to accept it. 

“You! Bullying people too far! You’re merely a Celestial Deity yourself, so who do you think you are?” 

Xiao Feng said furiously. 

Jiang Hua’s gaze turned cold and did not even give any warning, raising his hand, it was a palm. 

Xiao Feng was merely a Divine Lord Realm, this palm came over akin to toppling mountains and 

overturning the seas, how could he block it? 

But right at this time, Jiang Hua only felt a blur before his eyes, and his attack was actually dissolved 

without a sound. 

“So fast!” Jiang Hua’s pupils constricted, secretly shocked in his heart. 

He was Ninth Firmament Celestial Deity and actually did not see clearly how Ye Yuan made his move! 

One had to know, Ye Yuan was merely a Seventh Firmament Celestial Deity. 

However, he did not care at all, because this place was the Jiang Manor. 
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“What, do you guys want to cause trouble in the Jiang Manor?” Jiang Hua said in a solemn voice. 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said coolly, “It was clearly you who attacked first, how did it become us who 

caused trouble? Not seeing then not seeing, there’s also no need to insult people’s master. I’ll send my 

regards to your father right now, I wonder how you’d feel? You see, I haven’t even extend my greetings, 

and your expression already changed. Therefore, you should be more understanding of others, don’t let 

your eyes grow on top of your head.” 

A round of words was said until Jiang Hua’s face alternated between green and white. 

Ye Yuan was clearly scolding him, yet, it was like he did not scold, making Jiang Hua feel aggrieved. 

Only to see his expression turn dark and he said in a cold voice, “Humph! Looks like you guys aren’t 

placing my Jiang Manor in your eyes! Come, guards, take these few people down for me and teach them 

a good lesson.” 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes narrowed, a powerful aura instantly erupted, locking Jiang Hua down firmly. 

Jiang Hua’s expression suddenly changed, like his throat was clutched by someone. Even breathing 

became anguishing. 

He was incomparably shocked in his heart. Why would a Seventh Firmament Celestial Deity give him 

such tremendous pressure? 

Under the word of command, four to five Ninth Firmament Celestial Deity powerhouses dashed in all at 

once. They were all the Jiang Manor’s house guards. 

Even though there were many True God powerhouses inside great imperial capitals, it was naturally 

impossible for them to become a house guard of a Jiang Manor. 

“Steward Jiang! Are ... Are you okay?” 

When the guards saw Jiang Hua’s complexion turn white, each and every one of their faces changed 

drastically. 

This Seventh Firmament Celestial Deity young man in front of them actually gave them a feeling of being 

unable to overcome with force. 

This kind of feeling was truly ludicrous! 

Ye Yuan looked at Jiang Hua and said coolly, “You rely on your master’s might to bully others here, but 

you said that we don’t put the Jiang Manor in our eyes. Can you, a puny little steward, represent the 

Jiang Manor? Or is it that you took yourself to be the Jiang Manor’s master? What a show of authority!” 

When the guards heard that, their expressions when looking at Jiang Hua were full of peculiarness. 

But Jiang Hua’s expression changed, and he said stammeringly, “Y-You’re slinging mud at people!” 

Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself and said, “You said the words yourself, the show of authority was 

displayed by you, and you said that I’m slinging mud? Does every person who comes to Jiang Manor 

have to see your attitude? We waited for seven days and night, handed over the greeting card, and felt 

that there was no problem in the area of etiquette when we touched our hearts and asked ourselves. 



But you only swept a glance at the greeting card and made us scram? A snobbish person like you 

probably chased away quite a few people indiscriminately, right? As a servant, you made enemies for 

your master everywhere. Did I malign you then?” 

Those house guards all exchanged glances. They all knew that Steward Jiang Hua was indeed becoming 

more and more haughty. 

When doing things now, he was somewhat arrogant. 

Everyone’s cultivation realm was clearly more or less the same, but he totally paid no attention to them, 

these guards. 

Hence, what Ye Yuan said was not wrong. 

Imperial cities were still alright, but of those who came to visit, there were quite a number of imperial 

capitals’ powerhouses. 

Just as Ye Yuan said, what if among these people, someone rose up. Then it was provoking huge trouble 

for his own master. 

The commotion here naturally attracted the attention of the gatehouse there. Quite a number of people 

had already surrounded them long ago. 

Some people could not help secretly approving when they heard Ye Yuan’s words. 

Most of them had to look to Jiang Yuan for help. Hence, they could only humble themselves and wait in 

the gatehouse, waiting to be called in. 

It was just that meeting or not was also entirely up to Jiang Hua’s whims. 

These few years, Jiang Hua extorted considerable profit from them. 

As for those who came from imperial cities like Ye Yuan, Jiang Hua completely turned his nose up at 

them and naturally could not be bothered to reach his hand out towards them as well. 

But Jiang Hua laughed coldly when he heard that and said, “Your meaning is that you’ll be a remarkable 

important figure in the future, and existence that even our family head can’t afford to 

provoke? Hahaha! I want to hear what important matters a bumpkin who came from a mere imperial 

city have to find Family Head!” 

“No need! I’ll make your family head come find me personally! Brother Xiao, let’s go.” Ye Yuan said 

coolly. 

As he said, he withdrew his aura and brought Xiao Feng, and prepared to turn around and leave. 

The pressure on Jiang Hua’s body suddenly lightened, but he was already furious to the extreme in his 

heart. 

Seeing Ye Yuan go out, Jiang Hua gave a furious roar: “Go invite the True God Realm retainer in the 

house, and take this punk down for me! I want to see how he becomes a big shot!” 

Whoosh! 



A ray of sword light directly tore apart the void, immediately rushing in from outside the house, and 

brushing past Jiang Hua’s ear. 

Jiang Hua only felt a wind blow past, the muscles in his body suddenly tensed up. 

Crack! 

A wooden beam behind Jiang Hua was directly split into two. 

Jiang Hua’s pupils constricted, only knowing in hindsight that he had already had a brush with the god of 

death. 

Drip! Drip! 

Cold sweat flowed down the side of his head. 

He stood there and did not dare to make the slightest movement for a long time, all the way until Ye 

Yuan’s figure disappeared from the area of the Jiang Manor. 

Those guards also looked at this scene in astonishment, incomparably shocked in their hearts. 

They were all rejoicing, lucky they did not take action just now, otherwise, they would probably all be 

corpses now! 

Law fusion! Spatial law! 

This young man was incredible! 

Suddenly, Jiang Hua’s entire body trembled, finally recovering his senses. 

“Is ... he gone?” Jiang Hua asked the guards anxiously and doubtfully. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1917: Earth Qilin 

 

“G-Gone, Steward Jiang,” the guard said with lingering fear. 

Only then did Jiang Hua come back to his senses, and heave a long sigh in relief. 

Immediately after, he gave a cold snort again and said disdainfully, “Foolish thing! Family Head is the 

Springwind Hall’s elder. Why would he go look for a trash like you?” 

It was true that Ye Yuan was formidable, but formidable people in this Lustrous Gold Great Imperial 

Capital were too many. How could Family Head Jiang Yuan possibly go and personally try to meet a 

Celestial Deity? 

It was absolutely impossible for this sort of thing to happen. 

Thinking about it, he turned around and went out of the wing-room. He went into a courtyard of the 

Jiang Manor. This place was the residence of Jiang Manor’s retainers. 
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“Oh, isn’t this Younger Brother Jiang Hua? What wind blew you over? Eh, why is your expression so 

ugly? There’s actually still someone who dares to provoke Younger Brother in this Jiang Manor?” 

When a middle-aged man in fitting attire saw Jiang Hua, he immediately greeted him with all smiles. 

This retainer was called Qin Guan, a First Firmament True God powerhouse. 

One should not look at how he was a True God Realm powerhouse. He was still very polite toward Jiang 

Hua. 

They all, these foreign-surname retainers, the allocation of resources all had to go through Jiang Hua’s 

hands. Jiang Hua’s authority in the Jiang Family was tremendous. 

Forging good relations with him naturally had no downside. 

Jiang Hua’s expression was very ugly as he said, “Elder Brother Qin Guan, this brother was threatened by 

someone today. I hope that Elder Brother can help me vent this frustration!” 

Qin Guan said in surprise, “There’s actually someone who dares to threaten Younger Brother? Is he tired 

of living? Tell me about it!” 

Qin Guan was not a fool either, meddling in everything. 

If it was a True God or an existence that he could not afford to provoke, he naturally did not dare to deal 

with it. 

Even if persimmons, he got to pick the soft ones to knead. 

Hearing Jiang Hua’s words, his face fell. He then said in a cold voice, “What a conceited brat! He’s used 

to being arrogant in the imperial city, right? This place is a great imperial capital, even True God 

powerhouses don’t dare to be insolent. This punk is really tired of living! Younger Brother, you say, what 

to do about him?” 

Hearing that it was a few Celestial Deity Realms, Qin Guan was immediately roused up. 

This persimmon, he was going to knead it. 

A hint of viciousness flashed across in Jiang Hua’s eyes and he said, “Humph! This kid who’s ignorant of 

the immensity of heaven and earth, forget it if he insulted me, but he turned his nose up at the Jiang 

Manor! He deserves to die! Brother Qin Guan, I’ll grasp his whereabouts at all times these few days. You 

help me end him!” 

Qin Guan patted his chest and said, “Relax, leave it to me.” 

When Jiang Hua saw that he agreed, he smiled and said, “Brother Qin Guan rest assured, after the 

matter is done, Jiang Hua will definitely show generous thanks.” 

… 

Parting on a sour note, Xiao Feng had an apologetic and guilty look on his face. 

“Ye Yuan, sorry, Master’s debt of gratitude toward this Xiao is akin to a mountain, I truly can’t allow 

others to vilify him.” 



Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Don’t even have time to thank you yet, what are you saying sorry for? These 

stewards all have eyes growing on top of their heads. Even if a True God powerhouse came, they might 

turn their noses up at him too. Why bother with someone like him?” 

“But, without Elder Jiang Yuan’s connections, wouldn’t our trip have been in vain?” Xiao Feng said 

awkwardly. 

“Heaven doesn’t seal off all paths, there will always be a way,” Ye Yuan said. 

“Your Excellency, then what should we do now?” Ning Tianping asked. 

Ye Yuan said, “Since the road here is blocked, let’s go buy some spirit medicines first. When Tong’er’s 

strength recovers to the True God Realm, our safety will also be more secure.” 

In this great imperial capital where True Gods walked everywhere, Ye Yuan’s current strength was still a 

little weak. 

With a True God powerhouse by his side, it would naturally be much safer. 

Ye Yuan was also prepared against Jiang Hua, but he did not expect that he really guessed it correctly; 

Jiang Hua did not plan to let them off. 

The party left the Jiang Manor and headed straight for the Hundred Herb Gathering. 

The Hundred Herb Gathering was a large-scale spirit medicine trading market, covering a very vast area. 

It was established by the Myriad Treasure Tower. 

But those selling spirit medicines here were far from just the Myriad Treasure Tower alone. 

This place gathered more than a dozen major forces, large businesses, and even many retail brokers, 

mutually helping to make up for what the others lack, forming a super massive spirit medicine market. 

The daily throughput capacity was very astonishing. 

Of course, the Myriad Treasure Tower also earned boatloads in this area. 

The spirit medicines that Tonger’s Cleansing Rain Dream Reverting Pill required were too rare. They 

could only be gathered in a place like the Hundred Herb Gathering. 

If even this place was unable to gather them, then there was only getting super lucky in the future, or 

wait for him to recover his strength after a thousand years. 

A beautiful female attendant asked Ye Yuan with a radiant smile, “Sir, may I ask what spirit medicines 

you need?” 

The Hundred Herb Gathering had an inquiry area, martial artists could search for the spirit medicines 

that they need here. 

The Hundred Herb Gathering had a dazzling array of spirit medicines, all levels of spirit medicines, with a 

great variety, and in an extremely huge number. 

If martial artists went to find one by one, who knew how much time they would have to waste. 



For this, the Hundred Herb Gathering built a large-scale array formation and categorized all of the spirit 

medicines into different classes into the array formation. 

When it entered the warehouse, when was it sold, there were clear records. 

This way, it was easy to manage and also convenient for martial artists to check. 

Ye Yuan said, “Help me check for Ironwood Ash, Blackheart Seaweed, Earth Qilin …” 

Ye Yuan listed a large bunch of spirit medicines in one go. That beautiful attendant’s dainty fingers 

moved slightly, entering one spell after another into the array formation in front of her. 

Very soon, the results were out. 

“Sir, our Myriad Treasure Tower and Myriad Realms Chamber of Commerce both have Ironwood Ash. 

Deerchase Merchanting Association has two portions of Blackheart Seaweed, …” The beautiful 

attendant spoke with confidence and composure, reporting the results of the inquiry. 

Ye Yuan frowned when he heard it and said, “What about the Earth Qilin?” 

The beautiful attendant answered with a smile, “It was still in stock just now, but it might be gone now. 

Before Sir came, Master Chen Chang had just inquired about this Earth Qilin and has already gone over 

now. Currently, in the Hundred Herb Gathering, there’s just one portion of Earth Qilin.” 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “Since it hasn’t been sold yet, then I should still be able to go and enquire, 

right? Tell me the stall, this shouldn’t violate the rules, right?” 

The attendant smiled and said, “It naturally doesn’t violate, sir can go take a look. But, Master Chen 

Chang is a famous Six-star Alchemy God in the city, you …” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “Tell me.” 

The attendant was helpless and could only tell Ye Yuan the stall. 

This Earth Qilin was a type of spirit medicine. It got its name because it looked remarkably like the 

legendary divine beast, Qilin. It was extremely seldom-seen. 

Such a large Hundred Herb Gathering only had this one portion, the rarity could be seen. 

But this Earth Qilin was a core ingredient to refine the Cleansing Rain Dream Reverting Pill. 

Once he let it slip by this time, no idea when he would be able to find it again. Ye Yuan naturally would 

not be willing to give up. 

According to that attendant’s instructions, Ye Yuan found that stall very soon. But he saw that an old 

man was currently flushed to the ears, appearing very indignant. 

That Earth Qilin was currently quietly placed in a jade container. 

This old man was likely Master Chen Chang that that attendant spoke of. 

Seeing that the Earth Qilin was not sold, Ye Yuan also let out a long sigh in relief. 

Looks like these two people did not reach an agreement in the transaction of the Earth Qilin. 



“You this fellow, how can you be so obstinate? My Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill already reached 

peak heaven-grade; infinitely close to divine-grade! I already said I’ll use other things to compensate 

you, why aren’t you willing to relent?” Chen Chang said angrily to the stall owner. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1918: Vying With the Master for Spirit Medicine 

The stall owner was a middle-aged man wearing a felt cap, looking somewhat weathered-beaten. 

Seeing Master Chen Chang flying off the handle, he said with an indifferent look, “I already said, this 

Earth Qilin can only be exchanged for a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill. Lower than 

divine-grade, not exchanging altogether!” 

Chen Chang felt exasperated. Pointing at the nose of the middle-aged man with a felt hat, he said, “You 

go out and inquire, this Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital, apart from me, Chen Chang, who else can 

refine a peak heaven-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill? Unless Lord Flutterfeather personally 

takes action, otherwise, even if you wait ten thousand years, you might not be able to get divine-grade 

too!” 

Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill was a level nine difficulty rank five divine pill. It could be said to be a 

rank five healing holy medicine. The refining difficulty was not at all inferior to the Sun Moon Azure Sky 

Pill. 

Even for Chen Chang, this kind of alchemy master who was known far and wide, wanting to refine 

divine-grade also had to depend on luck. 

Peak heaven-grade and divine-grade were only separated by a thin line, but this thin line was as hard as 

ascending to the heavens. 

That was the difference between knowing and not knowing. 

With Chen Chang’s strength, if he kept on refining, there would always be hope of refining a divine-

grade. 

It was just that this way, disregarding whether or not there were that many spirit medicines, the price 

was also too high. 

The middle-aged man in the felt hat said coolly, “Then I’ll wait until a divine-grade one appears.” 

Chen Chang could not help choking when he heard that, an enraged appearance from disappointment 

surfacing on his face. 

“You ... Why are you so stubborn?” 

The middle-aged man in felt hat saw that Chen Chang was anxious, the expression on his face eased up 

slightly and he said with cupped fists, “Master Chen Chang, I know that your Alchemy Dao strength is 

exceedingly formidable, but my brother’s injury must use a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery 

Pill. This Earth Qilin, I really can’t sell to you. Please forgive me.” 

The moment Chen Chang heard it, his face involuntarily revealed a depressed look. 
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One could tell that he clearly coveted this Earth Qilin immensely. 

“If I can bring out a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill, can this Earth Qilin be exchanged 

with me?” The two people were currently at a stalemate when a voice sounded out by the side. 

The two people glanced over but saw a young man in white robes walking over to this side. 

This young man was naturally Ye Yuan. 

When Chen Chang saw the situation, he flicked his sleeves grandly and said with a frown, “Where did 

this little imp come from, don’t cause trouble here!” 

When the middle-aged man in the felt hat heard this, his eyes originally lit up. But seeing Ye Yuan’s 

young visage, he immediately lost interest. 

“Young man, don’t come and make fun of me, I can’t bear being made the target of amusement! Go 

back to where you came from!” 

Although Ye Yuan’s strength was pretty good, it could not enter their sights at all. 

In this Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital, Seventh Firmament Celestial Deity martial artists could be 

described using as plentiful as oxen hair, why would they pay any attention? 

Let alone Chen Chang, a late-stage True God Realm top powerhouse, high-level Six-star Alchemy God. 

This middle-aged man in the felt hat also had First Firmament True God cultivation. 

Ye Yuan did not mind and said smilingly, “I don’t have time to make fun of you. This Earth Qilin is very 

important to me. If you need the Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill, I can refine it for you right now. 

Let’s hand over the money in one hand, and the goods in the other.” 

Ye Yuan’s words immediately attracted quite a few people’s attention. 

“Where did this kid come out from, to actually dare snatch spirit medicines from Master Chen Chang?” 

“He even said that he’s going to refine a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill on the spot. This 

trumpet is blown really hard.” 

“Heh, truly shameless boasting! Even Master Chen Chang has to take a chance when refining the 

Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill. Could it be that he, a measly little Five-star Alchemy God, can refine 

it?” 

... 

Chen Chang’s reputation was clearly very resounding. Quite a number of experts present were very 

familiar with him. 

A Celestial Deity Realm that popped out from god knows where said that he was going to refine a divine-

grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill, this kind of spectacle was really rather funny. 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, Chen Chang’s face fell and he said, “Young man, do you know who this old 

man is? To actually dare snatch something from this old man?” 



Ye Yuan looked at Chen Chang and said with a smile, “I naturally know; you’re Master Chen Chang. But 

this Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill, weren’t you unable to refine it? Since you can’t refine it, you 

can’t very well let this Earth Qilin be wasted here, right? Master Chen Chang, you enjoy high prestige 

and command universal respect, if you can take out a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill, 

this child naturally won’t fight with you.” 

When Chen Chang heard that, his face could not help turning black. 

How could divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill be so easy to refine? 

If he could take it out, why would he still need to talk rubbish here? 

“Humph! Punk, you also got to come up prepared when bragging, alright? It’s not that this old man is 

boasting, but in this Lustrous Gold Great Imperial Capital, apart from Lord Flutterfeather, no one has 

absolute confidence in being able to refine a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill! As for the 

other few people, their strengths are almost on par with this old man; a hairline away from this old man. 

They naturally have to depend on luck too. You say that you can refine it? Who would believe!” Chen 

Chang said with a disdainful look. 

When the others heard this, they all secretly nodded their heads, and they mocked Ye Yuan for 

overestimating his own ability in their hearts. 

Master Chen Chang was naturally not boasting, he naturally had his confidence in saying these words. 

No one would feel that there was anything inappropriate. 

But the words Ye Yuan said, that was boasting. 

For some time, mocking voices sounded out all around, ridiculing Ye Yuan one after another. 

Ye Yuan looked at the middle-aged man in the felt hat and said smilingly, “Senior, please hold out on 

packing up the stall, and wait here for a moment. This Ye will be right back, okay?” 

The middle-aged man in felt hat looked at Ye Yuan with a suspicious look and said coolly, “If you can 

really bring a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill, this Earth Qilin is naturally yours!” 

As he said, the middle-aged man in the felt hat actually did not take it seriously at all. 

He was naturally aware of Chen Chang’s reputation and was not willing to overly offend too, hence, that 

was why he said those words. 

To say that Ye Yuan was even more formidable than Chen Chang, he would not believe even if he was 

beaten to death too. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and immediately turned around and left. 

Chen Chang snorted coldly and naturally thought nothing of it. 

Forget that it was just a Five-star Alchemy God, even if a Six-star Alchemy God came, he also had 

sufficient confidence to feel that the other party would be inferior to him. 

A Celestial Deity Realm brat whose skeletal age did not exceed 1000 years old could refine a divine-

grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill? 



A fantasy tale! 

After Ye Yuan left, he went to inquire about the spirit medicines needed to refine the Exquisite Jade 

Heart Recovery Pill. 

Disregarding other things, his actions still aroused quite a number of people’s attention. 

Some people did not believe in such heresy and actually followed Ye Yuan to move around within the 

Hundred Herb Gathering. 

Although the Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill was a level nine difficulty medicinal pill, compared to the 

Cleansing Rain Dream Reverting Pill, the medicinal pills needed were much more common. Various 

major factions all had some stock, Ye Yuan gathered them very quickly. 

Of course, this also cost quite a bit of his divine essence stones. 

But the present Ye Yuan already obtained the Purple Extreme Hall’s inheritance and also sat on the 

Southridge Ten Cities. 

Even if he reduced quite a bit of tax, he was also an out-and-out nouveau riche. Purchasing these spirit 

medicines was naturally not difficult. 

Within this Hundred Herb Gathering, quite a few people were all exchanging for medicinal pills. Pill 

refining rooms were naturally equipped. 

Ye Yuan gathered the spirit medicines and rented a pill refining room and started refining the pill. 

Outside the pill refining room, a group of people surrounded there, clamoring to get a word in. 

“This boy really went to refine pills! These spirit medicines that he bought, he probably spent no less 

than a million middle-grade divine essence stones, right?” 

“Goodness gracious! Don’t look at how this brat is young; he’s really a wealthy guy!” 

“Heh, reckon that he’s a wastrel! Just the likes of him also want to refine a divine-grade Exquisite Jade 

Heart Recovery Pill?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1919: Where’s Your Family’s Grown-Up 

 “Came out! This boy came out!” 

“Just how long has it been, he’s already done refining?” 

“Refine my ass! It’s naturally a failure! Just this short while can refine a level nine difficulty medicinal 

pill?” 

… 

The moment Ye Yuan came out, it immediately caused a commotion. 

He came out too quickly, using only less than four hours. 

Logically speaking, the higher the difficulty of the medicinal pill, the more troublesome it was to refine. 
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Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill this kind of medicinal pill, the time expended would naturally be 

longer. 

Even for a master like Chen Chang, spending eight to ten hours, 12 to 14 hours was a normal 

occurrence. 

Ye Yuan entered the pill refining room for less than four hours from start to finish, what could he refine? 

Did he really take level nine difficulty medicinal pills to be cabbages on the streets; anyhow refined? 

Toward these meddlesome people, Ye Yuan naturally could not be bothered with them. 

He divided the crowd as he walked right over toward the stall of that middle-aged man in the felt hat. 

When everyone saw this scene, they could not help having stunned faces. 

This kid really went? 

Asking for trouble? 

“Mn? This kid can get back so quickly?” A large group of people pouring over naturally attracted the 

attention of Chen Chang and the middle-aged man in the felt hat. 

After Ye Yuan left, he hounded the middle-aged man in the felt hat and prattled for a long time. But the 

middle-aged man in the felt hat did not commit himself until success was certain and insisted on seeing 

the divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill before he was willing to let it go. 

Seeing Ye Yuan come over, Chen Chang said huffily, “Stinking brat, you really dared to come! Don’t tell 

me that you already refined a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill in this short while!” 

When the middle-aged man in the felt hat looked at Ye Yuan, his eyes revealed an impatient look but did 

not speak. 

“That’s of course! Otherwise, would I, a junior, really dare to make fun of you two?” Ye Yuan smiled and 

said. 

As he said, Ye Yuan took out a small bottle with a seal and threw it to the middle-aged man in the felt 

hat. 

The middle-aged man in the felt hat received it and took a look, his expression immediately changed. 

Not just him, the expression on Chen Chang’s face also became serious. 

Through the small bottle, one could see that the color of the medicinal pill was extremely pretty, giving 

people a refreshing feeling. 

Needless to say, the quality of this medicinal pill must be very high. 

The middle-aged man in the felt hat sunk a wisp of divine sense into the small bottle, the expression on 

his face became more and more shocked. 

Following that, it was a look of wild elation. 



Looking at the color was one thing, whether or not it was really a divine-grade medicinal pill still needed 

to be tested. 

Everyone stared at the middle-aged man in the felt hat, his expression infected the people around him, 

making everyone’s faces likewise becoming shocked. 

Could it be that inside this small bottle was really a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill? 

Ye Yuan looked at the middle-aged man in the felt hat quietly and did not say anything. 

With his present strength, even refining a vast spirit Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill was a cinch, let 

alone talk about a purple spirit divine pill. 

Suddenly, the middle-aged man in the felt hat lightly pushed the jade box containing the Earth Qilin, 

pushing it in front of Ye Yuan, and said, “This Earth Qilin is yours! The quality of the medicinal pill is even 

better than I imagined. If you need any other compensation, feel free to open your mouth.” 

One sentence shocked everyone! 

“I-It’s really a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill?” 

“My eyesight must be failing! Could it be that this brat’s Alchemy Dao strength is even stronger than 

Master Chen Chang’s?” 

… 

Master Chen Chang pushed for half a day here and this middle-aged man in the felt hat refused to 

loosen up. 

Now, he actually gave the Earth Qilin to this young man just like that! 

The impact that this scene brought to everyone was too intense. 

In great imperial capitals, divine-grade medicinal pills were not rare. But divine-grade level nine 

medicinal pills, that was seldom-seen. 

The difficulty of level nine medicinal pills, it could be said that each one was as hard as ascending to the 

heavens! 

Heaven-grade was easy to encounter, divine-grade was hard to find! 

But now, Ye Yuan took out a divine-grade level nine medicinal pill, how could they not be shocked? 

Plus, there was Chen Chang, this master for comparison by the side, this shock became even more 

intense. 

Ye Yuan reached his hand out to take the Earth Qilin, but he heard Chen Chang shout loudly, “Hold on!” 

The middle-aged man in the felt hat frowned and said, “Master, now that the transaction is done, could 

it be that Master wants to wreck the deal?” 

In the Hundred Herb Gathering, the transaction of things was given by one and accepted by another. 



Ruining deals here was a very serious crime. Even for an existence like Chen Chang, he could not bear it 

too. 

Chen Chang did not answer. Reaching his hand out towards the middle-aged man in the felt hat, he said, 

“Let me take a look at the medicinal pill.” 

The middle-aged man in the felt hat hesitated for a moment, but in the end, he still passed the small 

bottle over. 

He was not worried about Chen Chang destroying the medicinal pill, because he could not bear the 

consequences. 

Chen Chang received the small bottle and also sunk a wisp of divine sense inside. 

Very soon, the expression on his face became complicated and astonished, just like the middle-aged 

man in felt hat earlier. 

“Brat, where’s your family’s grown-up?” Chen Chang asked Ye Yuan with a solemn look. 

“Grown-up?” Ye Yuan was stunned when he heard that. 

“Stop feigning ignorance! Looking at your bone age, you absolutely won’t exceed 2000 years old. If you 

can refine an Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill that infinitely approaches vast spirit divine-grade at your 

tiny age, wouldn’t this old man’s many years have been in vain?” Chen Chang said. 

Hearing this, the surrounding people all revealed a look of sudden realization. 

Yeah! 

This boy must have come from some great alchemy family. There must be an extremely formidable high-

level alchemy god behind him. 

That high-level alchemy god’s strength was at least by no means inferior to Master Chen Chang. He 

might be even more powerful than him. 

Otherwise, Master Chen Chang also would not take it so seriously. 

As for Ye Yuan spending two to four hours to go refine the pill earlier, that was merely to pull the wool 

over people’s eyes. 

Hearing Chen Chang’s words, Ye Yuan’s face revealed a strange look. 

Could it be that his performance was too astonishing? 

This Chen Chang actually did not believe that the medicinal pill was refined by him. 

If he refined a vast spirit divine pill, would Chen Chang speculate that the powerhouse behind him was 

Lord Medicine Ancestor? 

“This medicinal pill was refined by me,” Ye Yuan said nonchalantly. 

Chen Chang looked at Ye Yuan and said in earnest, “Young man, wanting to become famous is a good 

thing, but you have to rely on your own ability! With the way you are, even if you really become 



renowned under the heavens, if other people really came to find you to request for pills, what will you 

do? Your background isn’t bad, don’t harm yourself!” 

Clearly, Chen Chang did not believe Ye Yuan’s words at all. 

Ye Yuan went out and walked one round, and only spent less than four hours and then took out a purple 

spirit divine pills. 

In Chen Chang’s view, this was merely Ye Yuan exposing himself unwittingly by trying to cover things up, 

hoping that others would believe that this medicinal pill was refined by him. 

In reality, in his mind, Ye Yuan merely just happened to have a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart 

Recovery Pill on him. 

If he came from a powerful alchemy family, carrying a few healing holy medicines on him was all too 

normal. 

It was just that this kind of ‘vanity’ made Chen Chang very disdainful. 

By the side, Bai Chen and Ning Tianping seriously could not listen anymore and was just about to refute 

with a few words but was stopped by Ye Yuan with a hand gesture. 

“Master Chen Chang lectured well, this junior has learned my lesson. However, my family’s grown-up 

isn’t following by my side. I’m afraid that I’ll have to disappoint Master,” Ye Yuan said smilingly. 

Ye Yuan understood in his heart that no matter how he explained, this old man probably would not 

believe it, so he could only go along with his words. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1920: Obscure Medicinal Pill 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, Chen Chang’s face revealed a hint of pity. 

An alchemist capable of refining such a high-quality Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill was absolutely an 

extremely formidable figure. 

Reaching his realm, being able to exchange pointers with such a character was much more important 

than an Earth Qilin. 

Chen Chang looked at Ye Yuan and said with a nod, “Lad, following such a formidable figure, you have to 

cultivate well! Being able to learn 10%-20% of his abilities is sufficient for you to benefit for life.” 

Ye Yuan’s attitude of acknowledging his fault made his impression of Ye Yuan become a little better. 

A fault confessed was half-redressed. 

It was just that he did not notice how odd the expressions of Bai Chen and Ning Tianping behind Ye Yuan 

were. 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard this and said, “Yes, Junior will definitely work doubly hard from today 

onwards. Then ... can this junior put away this Earth Qilin?” 
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The corners of Chen Chang’s mouth twitched slightly. Waving his hand, he indicated for Ye Yuan to keep 

it. 

This Earth Qilin was too precious. It could not be bought just by having money. 

If not obtaining it this time,then no idea when he would have the chance to encounter it again next 

time. 

Ye Yuan naturally would not be courteous either, lightly flicking his sleeves, he put away the Earth Qilin. 

“Lad, I wonder what’s the name of your family’s grown-up? Where are you from?” Chen Chang clearly 

did not give up yet, wanting to inquire about Ye Yuan’s background. 

It was just that how could Ye Yuan go and make up a background. So he just brushed it off by saying, 

“Master, my family repeatedly exhorted that I mustn’t reveal my background when traveling outside. 

Otherwise, I’ll be served with family punishment. I’m really sorry.” 

When Chen Chang heard that, he could only heave a sigh with a helpless look, turned around, and left. 

The middle-aged man in the felt hat kept the medicinal pill and said to Ye Yuan, “Little Brother, although 

this middle-age wasn’t personally refined by you, it’s a great help to me. The value of your medicinal pill 

already far surpassed the Earth Qilin. Whatever conditions that need to be added on, feel free to speak 

up.” 

Originally, the value of a level nine difficulty rank five divine pill naturally far exceeded a rank five spirit 

medicine. 

It was just that an Earth Qilin was too rare. That was how the middle-aged man in the felt hat could hike 

the price on the spot, using it to exchange for a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill. 

Although he was a True God powerhouse, if really made him buy a divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart 

Recovery Pill, even if he smashed his iron pots and pans to sell as scrap iron, he could not afford it 

either. 

A divine-grade Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill, even Chen Chang could not refine it, it could be 

imagined how valuable it was. 

Ye Yuan clasped his hands and said, “No need, just a medicinal pill. It doesn’t count as much. Just take it 

as making a friend.” 

The middle-aged man in the felt hat was slightly taken aback, clearly not expecting that Ye Yuan was 

actually so generous, 

But thinking about it, he also felt at ease. 

With Ye Yuan’s background, he probably completely did not care for that bit of compensation, right? 

“Little Brother, I’ll become friends with you! This time, just take it as me owing you a favor. If you need 

any help from me, Huo Zhen, feel free to open your mouth.” The middle-aged man in the felt hat 

cupped his fists, turned around, and left. 

... 



Inside the Hundred Herb Gathering’s pill refining room, Bai Chen and Ning Tianping both had reluctant 

looks on their faces. 

Tong’er hugged Treasure Pig; a hint of dissatisfaction flashing across in his eyes. 

“I think that that old punk was clearly looking for a way out, truly preposterous!” Bai Chen said. 

“That old man couldn’t refine the medicinal pill himself and yet, he still measured using the yardstick of 

a petty man, not believing that the medicinal pill was refined by you, what a joke! Ignorant!” Ning 

Tianping said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Not vying, is vying. Your own strength only belongs to yourself, no need for 

other people’s recognition. That moment when they witness your power, why would there be a need to 

provide any explanations?” 

Ning Tianping and Bai Chen’s pupils constricted, ruminating over Ye Yuan’s words. 

Even Tong’er also looked at Ye Yuan in surprise. 

He had lived for a long time and thought that he had long seen through the emptiness of the material 

world already but discovered that he was actually inferior to a child. 

Ye Yuan’s state of mind had long transcended worldliness already. It was also no wonder that he could 

have his present accomplishments. 

Ye Yuan looked at Tong’er and said, “It’s also that you’re lucky, and it’s also considered that my luck is 

decent. All in all, the spirit medicines are already gathered. This medicinal pill can begin to be refined.” 

Tong’er said, “No matter whether it succeeds in refining or not, I owe you a favor!” 

To an Empyrean powerhouse, becoming like Tong’er was clearly not reconciled to it. 

This feeling of powerlessness, no one would like it. 

Even if they gathered the spirit medicines, Tong’er also maintained a conservative attitude toward 

whether or not Ye Yuan could succeed in the pill refinement. 

It was naturally not that Tong’er did not believe in Ye Yuan’s strength. The Cleansing Rain Dream 

Reverting Pill was indeed not an ordinary medicinal pill; the refining difficulty was tremendous. 

Even among level nine difficulty medicinal pills, it was also extremely difficult to refine. 

This kind of medicine belonged to the extremely obscure kind. Barely anyone in this world heard of it 

before, and no more than a handful of people knew how to refine. 

The spirit medicines used in this medicinal pill also belonged to those extremely obscure kinds. 

Obscurity represented that the usage was extremely limited. 

Never even heard of it before, how to refine it? 

This kind of obscure medicinal pill was a huge challenge to every alchemist. 

Forget about Ye Yuan, even when Tong’er himself was at his prime, he totally could not refine it as well. 



If not for Ye Yuan reaching grand completion Dao Realm, he also would not request for Ye Yuan to refine 

this medicinal pill. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “You guys wait in the outer-room. I need to go into seclusion for a few days to 

understand the medicinal properties of these spirit medicines. After all, there’s no second chance.” 

When the few people arrived in the outer-room, Tong’er’s expression suddenly became nervous. 

“Lord Tong’er, my lord taking action, what are you still worried about? Since I started following him, I’ve 

never seen a medicinal pill that he can’t refine!” Seeing Tong’er’s nervous look, Ning Tianping found it 

rather funny as he said. 

Tong’er rolled his eyes and said huffily, “What the hell do you know!” 

The weight of the Earth Qilin was only sufficient for Ye Yuan to refine once, there was no opportunity for 

a second attempt. 

Hence, Ye Yuan was extremely prudent as well. 

Tong’er understood the difficulty of refining. He naturally understood it even more so than the others. 

Being able to refine the level nine difficulty Exquisite Jade Heart Recovery Pill did not mean being able to 

refine the similar difficulty Cleansing Rain Dream Reverting Pill. 

Pill refinement was another form of cultivation. 

If say comprehending alchemy was inner-strength, then an understanding of pharmacology was 

external-strength[1]. 

Only by cultivating inner and external together that one could achieve a high-quality medicinal pill. 

But the chances of Ironwood Ash, Blackheart Seaweed, Earth Qilin, these spirit medicines appearing, 

was far too low. 

Ye Yuan only had one chance. To what degree he could refine the medicinal pill, that would be 

determined on to what degree he could understand these spirit medicines. 

He sliced a very tiny piece from the spirit medicine, and carefully experienced the medicinal theory of 

these spirit medicines. 

This approach was extremely unilateral. 

Because each portion of the spirit medicine, the law fragments contained was different. Ye Yuan could 

only deduce the medicinal properties of the entire spirit medicine through this tiny piece. 

Then, he even had to deduce the entire pill refining process according to the pill formula. 

This process was complicated to the extreme. 

Even with Ye Yuan’s present soul force, he also felt that it was too much for him to bear. 

But he had no choice. 

Any more and it would affect the refinement of the medicinal pill. 



Furthermore, among these spirit medicines, there were half that Ye Yuan had never come into contact 

with before! 

Each kind needed him to go and experience it carefully. 


